The Galton-Watson process with immigration which is time-homogeneous but not permitted when the process is in state 0 (so that this state is absorbing) is briefly studied in the subcritical and supercritical cases. Results analogous to those for the ordinary Galton-Watson process are found to hold. Partly-new techniques are required, although known end-results on the standard process with and without immigration are used also. In the subcritical case a new parameter is found to be relevant, replacing to some extent the criticality parameter.
Introduction
We treat briefly the simple branching (Galton-Watson) process with timehomogeneous immigration (BPI), with the difference that no immigration is permitted when the process is in state 0, so that this state is absorbing. This variant of the usual branching process arises as a biological model; and our sketch of the theory is motivated by the need to consider the relevant mathematical structure separately from the biological problems. We do not aim, at least in this note, at a more or less complete presentation of the theory, nor at the levels of utmost mathematical generality to which such simple processes have been studied in recent years. It 
(4) G,(s)= P,(s)Go(F,(s))+ G,_,(O)(P,_r(s)-P,(s)) r=1
and consequently ( 
5) 1 -G, (s) = P, (s)(1 -G0(F, (s))) + E (1 -G,_, (0))(Pr-_,i(s) -P, (s)).

Notice that G, (0) = P(T -t) where T is the time to extinction
